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ABSTRACT
In this paper we study the problem of anonymity versus account-
ability in electronic communities. We argue that full anonymity
may present a security risk that is unacceptable in certain appli-
cations; therefore, anonymity and accountability are both needed.
To resolve the inherent contradiction between anonymity and ac-
countability in a flexible manner, we introduce the concepts of in-
ternal and external accountabilities. Intuitively, internal account-
ability applies to virtual users only, and is governed by the policy
of a group (a community). In contrast, external accountability is
needed to address issues related to misuse if the activity is to be pe-
nalized in real life according to internal rules or external laws. We
provide a set of protocols to ensure that users’ virtual and real iden-
tities cannot be disclosed unnecessarily, and allow users to monitor
the data collected about them as well as to terminate their member-
ship (both real and virtual) under certain conditions. We develop
a general conceptual model of electronic Editorial Board (e-EB).
In our thinking, there are deep connections between anonymity
and self-organization. In turn, the concept of self-organizing e-
EB (SO-eEB) is introduced here, and a robotic example is pro-
vided. Finally, SO-eEB is specialized to Anonymous and Account-
able Self-Organizing Communities (A2SOCs), that fully supports
internal and external accountability while providing anonymity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [General]: Security and protection; K.4.3 [Computer and
Society]: Organizational Impacts—Computer supported collabo-
rative work
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid development of Internet technologies increases the use of

this unique medium for collaboration. Efforts to provide interoper-
ability focus mainly on enabling collaboration and privacy protec-
tion. Nevertheless, reputation management and accountability are
also in demand. Recently, several works have emerged that address
these latter problems (see [1, 8, 13, 19, 2, 31, 29] for representative
examples). In this paper we focus on issues related to anonymity.
We argue that total anonymity and unlinkability may lead to in-
creased misuse by anonymous users. Furthermore, profit or reward
driven applications cannot be maintained without the users being
responsible for their actions. Accountable anonymity, ensuring that
a virtual user’s real identity cannot be disclosed unnecessarily, is in
need.

Current technologies that provide full anonymity lack account-
ability, thus the possibility of misuse and the lack of controllability
exist. Clearly, there is a trade-off between anonymity and control-
lability; however, there is a set of applications, where these contra-
dictory concepts are both needed. One example is the co-operation
between clinical practitioners, who would need to share some of
their patients’ data. These data accesses may be governed by par-
ticular requirements, like (i) Personal data of the patient can not be
disclosed and (ii) personal data of the person who has access to the
personal data of a patient can not be disclosed.

Works presented by [4, 10, 25, 30] are the closest to ours in
that they address the problem of accountable anonymity. However,
their solutions are based on fully trusted mediators (e.g., certificate
authority, customer care agency, etc.), thus increasing the possibil-
ity of abuse if this mediator is compromised. Furthermore, they
only provide one layer of anonymity in which the need to vali-
date whether two virtual entities belong to the same real user (i.e.,
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they are linked) requires the disclosure of the real user’s identity.
Finally, they do not allow users to monitor their personal data or
terminate their personal records if they do not want to participate
in a given community any longer. We believe that providing these
features would increase the confidence in the privacy protection
provided by a system. In our example provided above, protection
of the patient is targeted.

In this paper we address the above shortcomings and provide so-
lutions in a common framework. In particular, we study the func-
tionality, accountability and anonymity needs of cooperating and
self-organizing communities. It has been shown [17] that indi-
vidual entities of such communities can be more effective at cer-
tain tasks (such as information harvesting from the Internet) than
a single centralized entity. There are numerous examples of self-
organizing collaborating groups, including software developers [24],
experts of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), stock-exchange
day-traders, and clinical practitioners.

Cooperation is crucial for these groups, while unidentifiability
(such as anonymity, or pseudonymity) and accountability must be
supported. We propose a two-layered approach to address the ac-
countability requirements: the concept of distinguishing between
internal and external accountability.

1. We speak of internal accountability when the virtual (pseudo-
nym1) member of a group is identifiable within the group and
can be held responsible for his/her actions according to the
“ethic”, or policy of the group.

2. We speak of external accountability when the real entity be-
hind the pseudonym member of a group is identifiable and
can be held responsible for his/her actions according to the
“ethic”, or the law of the external environment hosting the
group.

Note, that as long as a real entity can gain multiple pseudonym
identifiers unconditionally, enforcement of internal accountability
is complex and may not be fully possible. For example, if an offen-
sive virtual user is expelled from an Internet discussion group by
administrative steps, then the real person behind this virtual iden-
tity can still be able to register under a new virtual identification. A
technology is needed for full internal accountability that allows the
detection of two different virtual identities belonging to the same
real entity without revealing the identity of the real user. If this
restriction is enforceable, then we can minimize the malicious ac-
tions of virtual users by penalizing all related virtual identities. At
the same time, we still allow for the individual to feel protected,
since his/her real identity is not revealed.

External accountability requires, that the real identity behind the
pseudonym is identifiable in a controlled way by external author-
ities (i.e., a trusted third party or a selected group of users) of the
society. The difficulty of the question is to convince the users, that
their identification is well protected within the system. For this,
previous solutions required that all users trust the same system or
systems. However, this may be overly restrictive in most applica-
tions, for example in cross-domain and international collaborations.
Our solution is based on trust in the community as a whole, follow-
ing the rules of human society.

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a hi-
erarchical, layered, distributed system model, called Anonymous
and Accountable Self-Organizing Communities (A2SOCs), which
fully supports internal and external accountability while provides
1If real entity behind the member of the group is unknown, but the
different actions of the same member can be unambiguously related
to each other, then we call it a pseudonym member.

anonymity. Internal accountability is built into the system model,
while independent security modules enforce external accountabil-
ity. In addition we provide means to the users to look at the data
stored about them and – upon condition – terminate data. Behind
issues of accountability and anonymity the system is capable to
realize a democratic, self-organizing community where the rights
(e.g., access control) can be issued and distributed automatically
based on the “merits” of the members. Due to the space limita-
tions, in this paper we focus mainly on anonymity and only give a
brief description of the other concepts.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
explain our problem domain, an electronic Editorial Board (EB)
and a self-organizing electronic Editorial Board (SO-eEB). These
introductory sections are included to explain the merit of the ap-
proach. Section 3 contains the conceptual framework and the lay-
ered model of the A2SOC. Section 4 addresses the concept of exter-
nal accountability and provides authentication protocols to support
both accountability and anonymity. Section 5 overviews the related
works on anonymity and accountability. Finally, we conclude and
recommend future works in Section 6.

2. ELECTRONIC EDITORAL BOARDS (E-
EB)

We assume — without loss of generality — that collaborating
groups on the Internet are subject to financial-like constraints, en-
forcing competition. Parts of the results of the competition are
visible and can be called publications. These are the outputs of
the groups, which justify further support for the group. Publica-
tions can be viewed as a general way of accomplishing a task and
making it available for others in a understandable (readable) form.
Similarly, collaboration on the Internet can be seen as authoring
(creating new information), reading (processing information), re-
viewing (providing feedback about a work) and editing (managing
the publication process, that is, the life of the community) to reach
a common goal in an efficient manner. This is why we call our
model as electronic Editorial Board (e-EB). A typical (traditional)
example of these roles is the publication process of a scientific jour-
nal. In this section we give and introduction to the e-EB supporting
technology and show how the security modules must be incorpo-
rated in the model.

2.1 e-EB with self-organizing feature
Several activities can be described using the e-EB model. Here,

we describe searching for news on the Internet. The activity of a
single actor may not be satisfactory to keep up the pace of the ap-
pearance of novel information on the Internet. For example, if fil-
tering capabilities of this actor are sufficient, still, bandwidth could
be a major source of limitations. Therefore, a distributed and, in
turn, cooperating group of actors (members) are needed. The fast
growth of the Internet also requires some flexibility in the number
of members: members with specialized novel (obsolete) knowledge
should enjoy higher (lower) returns — whatever that return is for a
special community.

In our example, information can be gathered by people and also
by Internet robots or by the robots of people. That is, the com-
munity may have human and robotic members. Note that Inter-
net crawlers are already efficient to complement human efforts in
searching for information[16, 14]. In our example, a model of a
competitive system, where new members are allowed to enter will
be described. For the sake of generality, in our competitive sys-
tem new members will be “hired” (created). We shall apply the
evolutionary tool of “multiplication” to create new members. This
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method warrants the “evolutionary pressure” (i.e., that the fittest
members will survive) in resource constrained environments. The
method could be applied to humans, to robots, or to a mixed sys-
tem.

The system searches for novel information on the Internet. Novel
information is valuable and could be sold. Positive reinforcement
(payment) is given to a member who provides the information for
the community first. For the sake of simplicity, all types of novel
information are considered equal. Topic specific filtering is, how-
ever, possible [16, 14]. Members, who provide information, have
to pay their costs. That is, members who provide information al-
ready known to the community will have a small negative rein-
forcement. An evaluation system is introduced, which serves mul-
tiplication. This system computes the fitness of the members by a
moving window method of duration τ . During the time window
between present time (t) and time t− τ , the net income (the differ-
ence between income and cost) of the members are averaged. This
net income expresses the efficiency of the member in the particular
activity of the group. This number will be called the expert factors
(EF) of the user. For groups, where there is no direct monetary
equivalent of novel information (e.g., in publications in scientific
journals) EF can be computed by indirect methods. For example,
if member A provides novel information IA, and member B dis-
covers novel information IB , which is a successor of (i.e., which
has a “reference” to) novel information IA then a referencing sys-
tem, similar to the impact factors of journals, can be introduced.
However, if members of the community may have access to the EF
values (that is, a number related to the income of other members)
then anonymity of the members may become desirable.

Consider that you are a member of this community. (i) Your
EF, which could be your averaged net income between time t and
t − τ is X. (i) You have access to novel information brought by
other members. (iii) You have access to EFs of other members. (iv)
You learn that income X is relatively small within the community.
Would you be interested in searching the neighborhood of the novel
information found by others? It is enough to think about new sci-
entific discoveries and the sudden appearance of researchers in this
novel area. The net result can be considered “multiplication” , a
direct competition for publishing first.

2.2 Self-organizing e-EB: An example
Given the arguments above, here we describe a self-organizing

e-EB for Internet robots (crawlers). Crawlers maintain a condensed
forms of their “specific areas” (e.g., by collecting links of informa-
tion rich environments). Such collection will be called a weblog. If
a crawler finds novel information, then it sends it to the community
or the robotic agent of the community that we shall call hostess.
Hostess reinforces the crawler, if this crawler gathered the novel
information first. Otherwise a small punishment (the cost) is given
to this crawler. The example is depicted on Figure 1 [14, 16, 17].

Plenty of examples could be easily crafted, where this system
could be of use. It is our belief that the concept of EB is flex-
ible enough to incorporate traditional hierarchical structures and
loosely coupled, Internet based, collaborating, co-working or co-
acting communities, such as e-commerce, e-business, e-government,
etc. The particular needs of different communities can be satisfied
by ‘dressing-up’ the EB concept with appropriate tools (“ethic”, or
policy of the group).

To demonstrate the idea, computer experiments were conducted
to search for novel information. A self-organizing e-EB (SO e-
EB) of crawlers was designed in the following manner. Crawlers

Hostess

Crawler 01 Crawler 02 Crawler 03 Crawler n

Internet

Figure 1: The hostess concept. Internet is explored by crawlers
(which download and examine documents). Communication
with other entities is governed by the hostess, which can multi-
ply crawlers based on their “expert factors”.

maintained and refreshed their weblogs, i.e., their “area of knowl-
edge” [17]. Crawlers were also able to adapt [14, 16]. A crawler,
with large positive income was subject to multiplication and the off-
springs shared the “area of knowledge” to enforce further special-
ization. Crawlers with net negative income were abolished. Details
of the algorithm are described elsewhere [17]. Here, for complete-
ness and as proof-of-principle, results are shown for the SO e-EB,
which searched for news on the CNN for two weeks. One may
safely skip this demonstration chapter if the previous sections were
understandable and convincing.

2.3 Results on SO e-EBs to prove the principle
A two week search was conducted on the CNN site for novel

documents. The number of crawlers increased from 1 to 16 during
these two weeks. Figure 2.3 demonstrates that performance of the
crawler fleet improved from the first week to the second one.

Documents were indexed according to the first instant of down-
loading the document of a link. Figure 4 shows the development
of “knowledge” of the crawlers. The relative density of weblogs
(the knowledge of the crawlers) is shown as a function of time and
document index. Recall that there are links, which are often re-
freshed without changing the name of the links, whereas other links
may become obsolete. The links of central sites are kept in the cu-
mulated knowledge of the crawler fleet, whereas other links in the
weblogs change quickly.

Another feature of profit constrained adaptive competition, i.e.,
adaptive competition forced by the difference between external re-
inforcement and internal cost is illustrated in Figure 4. Adapting
crawlers successfully divided the search space. Colors from blue
to red of Figure 4 denote regions searched by a single crawler. Fast
adaptation can be seen at the beginning of the curves. Overlap be-
tween regions can be experienced when crawlers are multiplied and
during the second weekend when the number of crawlers is above
10.

Further discussion on the concept of self-organization of account-
ability is beyond the scope of this paper. The intriguing finding on
the efficiency of these simple concepts will be published in details
elsewhere [17].

The operation of the crawlers may incur costs that leads to a
fully-fledged e-business problem: e-EBs that offer news harvesting
and editing services for sale, and who have to face the problem of
efficient operation. Specialist crawlers (‘editors’) may emerge that
boost the work of the others for an incentive of their revenue, and
so on.
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Figure 2: Competing crawlers. Two week search for novel documents on CNN. Left: the number of all documents as a function
of time downloaded by all crawlers. Break of line: lack of Internet connection. Middle: the number of all documents sent by the
crawlers to the hostess. Solid red and solid blue lines: average collection rate during week days Right: The number of all novel
decouments received by the hostess.
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Figure 3: Evolving knowledge of crawlers. Density of weblogs
averaged over time windows and document index windows is
shown. Document index increases according to the time of first
downloading. New areas are quickly discovered by the self-
organizing fleet of crawlers and the central sites of CNN are
also kept.

Figure 4: Multiplying and adapting crawlers can share the
work. Colors denote the index of the crawlers. Crawlers are
multiplying and the number of crawlers increases from 1 to 16.
The last multiplication of crawlers occurred on the last day.
White regions denote lack of access to the Internet. Fast adap-
tation can be discovered at the beginning of searching. Later,
at around Thursday of the second week, the multiplication of
crawlers gave rise to loss of efficiency of work sharing. Also,
during the second weekend, when information was less abun-
dant, crawlers entered areas of other crawlers.
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3. THE SPECIALIZATION OF E-EBS
In this section we specialize the concept of SO e-EB to a col-

laboration method that provides anonymity while supporting ac-
countability. We call this system as Anonymous Accountable Self-
Organizing Community (A2SOC).

The main characteristics of such systems are the followings:
i.) Participants of an A2SOC want to interact with each other effec-
tively (A2SOC should be a kind of groupware system). ii) partici-
pants of an A2SOC may want to remain anonymous. That is, each
real (original) participant needs a virtual identity and the backward
mapping from the virtual to the original identity has to be protected.
iii) Participants of an A2SOC may want to be unambiguously iden-
tifiable via their virtual identity within the collaboration group for
purposes of gaining reputation, paying credits, etc. Reputation gain
is expressed in a scalar quantity (like the EF points mentioned in
Section 2.1, and can be the basis of a fully distributed access con-
trol [32]. For these purposes accountability needs to be optionally
maintained: billing requirements must be enforceable, misbehav-
iors must be punished, etc. iv) Fraud must be prevented.

Based on our experimental results of Section 2.3 we envision
a self-organizing architecture [32] that satisfies the above require-
ments. The design process and representation of internal rules
of self-organizing communities leads to the fields of autonomous
agents and (machine) learning theories, among others. This is part
of our ongoing work, however, it is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. In the followings we concentrate on the architecture of the
proposed A2SOC and its security considerations.

3.1 Access control considerations
Based on the characteristics of A2SOC and an agent-based sys-

tem as the supporting technology, we recommend an access control
model based on Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [21]. Several
possible alternatives may be supported for granting roles: i) Certain
roles can be automatically assigned based on EF level. (For exam-
ple, a newcomer might not criticize others’ work until she/he has
published some work, etc.) ii) Some role cannot be granted ,,auto-
matically”. For this, we assume the existence of some ‘administrator-
roles’ that may grant roles to others. For example, in case of spon-
sored groups, the sponsors want to retain some specific rights in
assigning ranks for members of the sponsored groups.

The administrator roles may be granted automatically, based on
EF points. Alternatively, administrator roles can either be assigned
by a single trusted individual, or by a predetermined minimal num-
ber of individuals out of a group of trusted individuals (quorum).

Flexibility of RBAC and its applicability to Web-based applica-
tions make it a promising candidate to support accountability in
an anonymous environment. An important topic to consider is a
controlled role delegation from real to virtual users and from vir-
tual to virtual users. Although researchers have considered some
of the related concepts independently, there does not exist a com-
plete model that supports security, anonymity, and accountability
in a single, dynamic environment.

3.2 Conceptual framework
When somebody tries to define a new “service” for users (such a

service can be an e-EB), one solution can be a monolithic approach.
It is likely that one ends up in a specialized application optimized
to a given purpose, which breaks as soon as other requirements, not
foreseen during the design process, emerge.

The layered architecture concept can be a more flexible general
solution, albeit it may be a sub-optimal solution for any particular
purpose. The approach is used in many areas, e.g., for software
agents architecture [26], in telecommunication [12], in distributed

systems [27, 28], etc. If we consider the above requirements of
the e-EB, then a possible layered model can be drawn as shown in
Figure 5.

In an e-EB, the real users who want to collaborate have to use
some electronic communication service. Real user (RU) ‘A’ has to
establish a (possibly anonymous, but accountable) session with an
electronic system in order to enter the “virtual world”. In the virtual
world RU ‘A’ has a virtual identity, say virtual user (VU) ‘a’, who
uses the collaboration system ‘X’.

The A2 (Accountable Anonymizer) layer supports the establish-
ment of an anonym, but accountable mapping between RU ‘A’ and
VU ‘a’. The proposed solution is the main contribution of this pa-
per and it is discussed in detail in Section 4. A real user can have
multiple virtual identity, as shown in the figure: RU ‘A’ has a single
virtual identity ‘a’, while RU ‘B’ has gained two identities: ‘b’ and
‘c’.

Note, that this session initiation can be done recursively, for
example, when RU ‘B’ using the virtual identity ‘c’ performs a
‘remote-login’ to another work station and obtains yet another new
virtual identity, say ‘d’.

Utilizing the collaboration layer, users can start to collaborate
with their peers. The collaboration system can be a layered system
by itself, like Freenet [7], its ascendant the [9], or the well-known
Internet News system (Usenet). Collaboration systems usually use
specific protocols (language) for communication. Note, that this
collaboration system can assume the form of a hierarchically lay-
ered system. Definition of such a system with a fully distributed
Access Control solution is part of our ongoing work [32].

The Transport layer provides information transfer services for
the collaboration layer. Again, it could be a hierarchically layered
system, such as the layered HTTP/TCP/IP protocol stack of today’s
Internet.

4. ANONYMITY SUPPORTING AUTHEN-
TICATION PROTOCOLS

Our approach to provide accountable anonymity is based on the
requirement that associations between real users and their virtual
identities cannot be disclosed unnecessarily. This requirement is
guaranteed by the use of a partially trusted computing base (TCB)
and cryptographic techniques. Two layers of associations are main-
tained: Layer 1 associates a real user with a “base” virtual identity.
Layer 2 associates virtual identities, based on their relations to their
“base” identity. Both associations are confidential and can only
be disclosed by the approval of the TCB and the cooperation of a
group of users.

Whether a need arise to reveal either layer of associations de-
pends on the seriousness of the misuse. Minor misuse, say of-
fensive posting on the website, may result in penalizing the vir-
tual identity but does not require disclosure of real user’s identity.
However, the occurrence of a major misuse, say child pornography,
may require that the identity of the real user is traced back and le-
gal actions are initiated. We assume that appropriate usage policy
is available, all users agreed to the policy and they are aware of the
possible consequences of their actions. The development of these
policies is outside of the scope of this work.

The main justification in relying on community-based anonymi-
ty is that, in most applications, it is difficult (if not impossible) to
find a mutually trusted entity or entities. However, we assume, that
by participating in a community, members agree to the community
rules and trust the community as a whole at certain degree.

We use threshold cryptography to distribute master keys used for
encrypting the associations between real and virtual entities. We
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Figure 5: Framework of e-EB. RU means Real User, VU means Virtual User. The dashed style arrows denote logical communication
that is realized via the communication paths shown by solid arrows

use TCB to perform the computations and distributions of sub-keys,
encrypt the mappings between real and virtual users, and to handle
user requests for new virtual identities. However, in contrast to
most of the works based on trusted entities, like ticket granting ser-
vice or to a certificate authority, after the mappings are encrypted,
the TCB is unable to decrypt the mapping. To disclose the asso-
ciation between a real user and its virtual entity the appropriate
sub-keys must be obtained from the members of the community.
This feature limits the power of TCB and ensures confidentiality of
earlier associations even in the presence of compromise of TCB.
Also, since the cooperation of the TCB is necessary to decrypt the
mapping, no malicious group of users can disclose this mapping.

In this section we provide protocols for real and virtual users to
obtain new virtual identities. The confidential information kept by
TCB ensures that accountability can be maintained. The developed
model permits the followings:

• Without revealing the identity of the real user it can be de-
termined whether two different virtual entities belong to the
same real user (layer 2 accountability)

• Reveal the identity of the real user corresponding to a virtual
identity (layer 1 accountability).

As we mentioned earlier, layer 2 accountability is used to enforce
community-based restrictions. For example, the same user cannot
be the author and reviewer of the same document. Layer 1 provides
real world-based restrictions.

In addition, users are permitted to observe the data stored about
them as well as to terminate all stored information if certain con-
ditions are satisfied. These considerations originated from the ob-
servation that users feel more confident about a system if they have

the power to monitor its collection of personal data and able to
terminate these data. Access control for personal information is
supported by cryptographic and database techniques.

We assume that proper mechanisms to mask the users’ IP ad-
dresses and protects against other web navigation-based identifica-
tion methods are available. Our main focus is to hide the mapping
between the virtual entities as well as between the real users and
their virtual entities in a way, that these mappings can be revealed
in justified cases. In the current model, a decision by the TCB to re-
veal a mapping between virtual entities is considered justified. The
request to reveal the mapping between a virtual entity and a real
user is considered justified only if a group of users agrees on the
request and if the TCB supports this request (similar to the require-
ment of a court order in real life).

We assume the existence of reliable public-key distribution me-
dia. For simplicity, in the model TCB acts as public-key depository.
We use the notation of K−PUBA to represent the public key of en-
tity A, K−PRIV A to represent the private key of A, E[K, M ] the
encryption of message M with key K, and D[K, M ] the decryp-
tion of message M with key K. We use U to represent the real
user, Ii to represent his virtual identities.

Data structures maintained by TCB:

DB-Real Users: contains the mapping between the real users and
their “base” virtual identities. It stores E[K−PUBTCB ,
(I0, E[KI0 , (U, I0)])], where U is the real user’s identity
and I0 is the “base” virtual identity of U . Each (U, I0) is
encrypted by a master key KI0 of I0 and indexed by I0.
Note, that TCB is unable to decrypt E[KI0 , (U, I0)]. Then,
(I0, E[KI0 , (U, I0)]) is encrypted by TCB’s public key, thus
no malicious group of users can decrypt it even if they owe
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the master key.

DB-Virtual Users: contains the mapping between virtual identi-
ties. It stores E[K−PUBTCB , (Ii, Ij)], where Ii is the vir-
tual identity that activated a new virtual identity Ij . Note,
that we consider this association less sensitive than the as-
sociations between the real and virtual user. Therefore, for
the sake of efficiency, this pair is only protected by TCB.
Clearly, if the need arise, stronger protection, similar to DB-
Real Users can be applied.

All Users: contains the identification of all real users that became
a member of the system. It stores the encrypted pair
E[K−PUBTCB , (U, S)]; where U is the real user’s identi-
fication, S is the status (e.g., active, user terminated, forbid-
den, etc.) of the user account. This information is needed to
prevent misuse by repeated login of the same user.

Virtual Users: contains the relationship among activated virtual
identities. We store these relationships as rooted, and di-
rected trees, where the root is a “base” virtual identity, the
nodes are activated virtual identities, and there is an edge
from Ii to Ij iff Ii activated Ij . (Although the current model
could be maintained using a flat set representation, this tree
hierarchy will be important when dealing with authorization
propagation.) Virtual Users is a forest of exclusive trees.
Each tree is labeled by its root and encrypted by the TCB’s
public key.

Links: finally for each virtual user, we keep a link to its root ele-
ment, that is E[K−PUBTCB , (Ii, I0)], where I0 is the root
of the tree containing Ii.

Now we present our protocols:

Protocol 1. Initial sign in with TCB to receive a virtual identifi-
cation I0:

1. U → TCB :
E[K−PUBTCB , (U, I0, E[K−PRIV U , R], t1)],

where U is the user’s identification, I0 is the requested “base”
identity, t1 is a time stamp, and R is the request signed by the
user U.

TCB decrypts the message, verifies the user’s identity by
checking the signature of R, and checks All Users that there
is no virtual entity exists for U and U is not forbidden to ac-
tivate a virtual identity.

If the user is permitted the activation, TCB generates KI0

and E[KI0 , (U, I0)], where KI0 is the master key generated
by TCB for the “base” virtual identity I0.

TCB generates a pair of public-keys (K−PUBI0 ,
K−PRIV I0) to be used by I0.

2. TCB → U :
E[K−PUBu, (N1, R, I0, K−PUBI0 , K−PRIV I0 , t2)]

where R, I0, K−PUBI0 , K−PRIV I0 as explained above,
N1 is a nonce, needed for verification of receiving the mes-
sage.

The U decrypts the message, verifies that TCB accepted U ’s
request (R), and extract I0 and the corresponding public-key
pair.

3. U → TCB :
E[K−PUBTCB , (U, E[K−PRIV I0 , N1], t3)]

TCB verifies the nonce and that user U received its permis-
sion to use I0 as virtual entity.

TCB stores in DB-Real Users E[K−PUBTCB ,
(I0, E[KI0,(U, I0))]

TCB decomposes KI0 into sub-keys K1, . . . , Kl and dis-
tributes the sub-keys to the virtual members of the commu-
nity. TCB deletes keys KI0 and K−PRIV I0 from its stor-
age.

4. TCB → U :
E[K−PUBI0 , (KI0 , I0)]

TCB sends the master key of I0 to the user. Creates the
record (U, active) in All Users.

Protocol 2. Sign in with TCB to receive a new virtual identifica-
tion:

1. Ii → TCB :
E[K−PUBTCB , (Ii, Ij , E[K−PRIV Ii, R], t1)]

where Ii is the virtual identity activating the new identity
Ij , t1 is a timestamp. R is the request for initiating a new
virtual entity, and is signed by Ii.

TCB finds K−PUBIi, decrypts the message, verifies that
Ii signed the message and that there is no virtual entity Ij

exists.

TCB generates a pair of public keys,
(K−PUBIj , K−PRIV Ij).

2. TCB → Ii :
E[K−PUBIi, (N1, R, Ij , K−PUBIj , K−PRIV Ij , t2)]

Similar as explained above for Protocol 1, step 2.

3. Ii → TCB :
E[K−PUBTCB , (Ii, E[K−PRIV Ij , N1], t3)]

TCB verifies the nonce and that Ii received its permission to
use Ij as virtual entity.

TCB finds the “base” virtual identity I0 corresponding to Ii

in Links and adds I0 as the root element for Ij . In DB-Virtual
Users finds the tree rooted at I0 and add Ij as the child of Ii,
and a directed edge from Ii to Ij.

TCB drops the key K−PRIV I1.

Protocol 3. Community investigate virtual identity Ii and all vir-
tual identities within the community of the same real user without
revealing the real user’s identity:

1. C → TCB :
E[K−PUBTCB , (R,Justification, Ii, C(I), t1)]

where C is the community representative, R is the request to
investigate virtual entity Ii, Justification is the justification
of the request, C(I) is the list of all virtual members of the
community, and t1 is the timestamp.

TCB decrypts the message, finds the root element of Ii in
Links, retrieves the tree T of this root element (T contains
all the virtual identities originating from the same real user
as Ii ).

TCB finds C(I) ∩ T , all virtual identities originating from
the same user of Ii and participating in C.
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2. TCB → C : E[K−PUBC , (E[K−PRIV TCB , Ci(I) ∩
T ], R, t2)]

Community reviews the list of virtual identities and makes a
decision about the penalty. If the penalty is termination for
identities Ii1, . . . , Iin ∈ C(I) ∩ T then this is sent back to
TCB. Otherwise an empty message is attached.

3. C → TCB : E[K−PUBTCB , ((Ii1, . . . , Iinor∅),
E[K−PRIV C , Decision], t3)]

Protocol 4. Community revoke virtual identity Ii and prosecute
real user:

1. C → TCB :
E[K−PUBTCB , (R, Justification, Ii, t1)]

TCB decrypts the message, verifies Justification and com-
putes the root element I0 of Ii. Decrypts the DB-Real Users
to find the pair (I0, E[KI0 , (U, I0)])

2. TCB → C : E[K−PRIV TCB , (Request(K1, . . . , Kl),
Justification, C, t2)]

TCB signs a requests sub-keys from the community mem-
bers. Users of C verify the Justification.

3. TCB → Authority: TCB reveals the user’s identity to the
authorities.

Protocol 5. User’s look up at private data in DB-Real Users and
DB-Virtual Users

1. I0 → TCB : E[K−PUBTCB , (I0, E[K−PRIV I0 ,
(Request−for−review, t1)])]

TCB decrypts the message, verifies that I0 signed it, and
TCB generates an answer. The answer depending on the re-
quest may be:

• TCB decrypts DB-Real Users to find the pair (I0,
E[KI0 , (U, I0)]. The Answer is: E[KU,(U, I0)].

• TCB decrypts the DB-Virtual Users to find the tree T
rooted at I0. The answer is: T .

2. TCB → I0 :
E[K−PUBI0 , (E[K−PRIV TCB , Answer], t2)]]

Protocol 6. User’s right to terminate all data in DB-Real Users
and DB-Virtual Users upon provision:

1. I0 → TCB : E[K−PUBTCB , (I0, E[K−PRIV I0 ,
Request−for−Termination], KI0 , t1)]

TCB decrypts the message, verifies that I0 signed it, and
TCB generates:

(a) From DB-Real Users, using KI0 , (U, I0)

(b) From DB-Virtual Users T rooted at I0.

TCB checks for conditions forbidding termination (credit,
debit, time restrictions) and make a decision D on termina-
tion.

If D allows the termination, all data associated with I0 are
deleted from DB-Real Users, DB-Virtual Users, and Links.
However, the user id U still remains in All Users with user
terminated status.

Otherwise, TCB deletes KI0 and sends the decisions D to
the user.

2. TCB → I0 :
E[K−PUBI0 , (E[K−PRIV TCB , D], t2)]

5. RELATED WORKS
The increased use of electronic media in every day life gener-

ates new concern regarding users’ privacy. Anonymity providing
technology has emerged to provide enhanced confidentiality of our
private data. Martin [19] gives an overview of the anonymizig tech-
niques for the Internet. In general, these technologies may provide
data or communications anonymity, and may provide personaliza-
tion. For example, Onion Routing [2], Crowds [22], and Hordes
[23] provides connection anonymity. Systems GNUnet [3], Freenet
[8], and Napster [20] facilities file-sharing services while guaran-
tees different levels of anonymity. In addition, several models have
been developed to support specific applications, such as anony-
mous e-mail [5, 11] or electronic commerce [6, 18, 15].

The closest to our work is presented by [4, 10, 25, 30]. For Ex-
ample, Buttyan et al. [4] presents a ticket-based system, which al-
lows anonymous accesses to the services. The paper addresses the
important issue of costumers’ lack of trust is the service providers,
need of scalability and accountability. Their architecture is based
on the existence of a customer care agency that is trusted by both
client and service provider. They provide 4 types of tickets with
varying bonding to the customer and service provider. However,
they place full trust in the customer care agency, thus its compro-
mise would potentially disclose all previous and future costumer in-
formation. Also, their model provides 1 level of anonymity, that is,
mapping between real users and tickets. Therefore, it may unnec-
essarily reveal the identity of the real user even if only similarities
among the virtual identities is considered.

In general, current technology to provide anonymity or pseudo-
nymity are either fully anonymous, thus lack accountability, or — if
accountability is addressed — fully dependent on a trusted media-
tor (certificate authority, customer care agency, etc.). Furthermore,
they do not provide access to the users to observe their personal
data or terminate their data if they do not want to participate in a
given community any longer. Finally, they only provide one layer
of anonymity, where the need to validate whether two virtual en-
tity belongs to the same real user, requires the disclosure of the real
entity’s identity. In this paper we provide solutions to address the
above shortcomings of these models in a common framework.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We studied the problem of anonymity versus accountability in

electronic communities. We claim that anonymity often allows
people to act without consideration, rudely and can result in serious
risks to security. Accountability is required to make entities within
the system responsible for their acts. The main focus of our re-
search was to provide accountable anonymity. Based on the general
model of an electronic Editorial Board (e-EB) we have developed
the concept of Anonymous and Accountable Self-Organizing Com-
munities (A2SOCs). In e-EB the participants (e.g., authors, read-
ers, reviewers, editors) may start as equals with the same rights and
gain or loose rights based on their deeds. The idea behind e-EB is
the theory of competitive evolutionary systems. A2SOC fully sup-
ports accountability, and at same time provides users’ anonymity.

We define the concepts of internal and external accountabilities.
Intuitively, internal accountability applies to virtual users only, and
is governed by group (community) policy. External accountability
is needed to address issues related to serious misuse, e.g., Internet
fraud, where the real user should be held responsible for the ac-
tions she/he performed under a virtual identity. We provide a set
of protocols to ensure that users’ virtual and real identities cannot
be disclosed unnecessarily, and allow users to monitor the data col-
lected about them as well as terminate their membership (both real
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and virtual) under certain conditions.
There are several issues that need to be addressed in the pre-

sented context. In our current model a real user is allowed to ac-
tivate one “base” virtual identity. Any further activation of virtual
identities must be initiated by this “base” virtual identity or a newly
activated one so that all virtual identities of a real user can be related
to each other without revealing the real user’s identity. (Note, that
this relation is controlled by a trusted computing base, thus cannot
be abused by a malicious user.) Our model allows the attachment of
attributes, such as real world properties, authorities within the com-
munity, to the “base” virtual identity. These attributes may play a
crucial role in the transactions of the virtual entity. However, we
haven’t yet addressed the problem of propagating these attributes
to new virtual identities activated by the “base” identity.

Also, in our current authentication model, it may happen that
there are not enough active users to form a quorum to reconstruct
the master key used to encrypt the mapping between the real users
and their “base” virtual identities. Different methods, to distribute
the encryption key may be more robust. A possible scenario could
be to assign, say 3 users (servers), to be the keeper of the key: one
chosen by the user, one chosen by the TCB, and one chosen ran-
domly. This method has proven successful in real life applications.

Finally, anonymity in our model is interpreted as hiding the iden-
tity of the real and virtual users. In the editorial board example, this
means that documents are posted and reviewed without the name of
the real authors or reviewers. However, similarities among docu-
ments or reviews may reveal the identity of the real people. Mea-
suring similarities among documents may serve several purposes:
it may reduce anonymity, thus the user should be aware of it, and it
may reveal fraud by posting somebody else’s work under a different
user.

We are planning to implement the e-EB example, including the
functionalities presented in this work. An interesting experiment
could be to use its prototype, along with the traditional review pro-
cess, to evaluate submissions for a small conference or workshop.
This indeed would provide a novel approach, in which not only
the authors, but the reviewers as well, would be evaluated. This
approach would enable authors to defend their submissions.
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